
Drago� Sk� Men�
20 Victory Parade, Toronto, Australia

+61249591276 - http://www.dragonskytoronto.com

A comprehensive menu of Dragon Sky from Toronto covering all 15 menus and drinks can be found here on
the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Dragon Sky:
service was friendly and fast eating was amazing was the best Chinese ive had in the counter service: dine in
meal type: dinner price per person: $40–60 eating: 5 service: 5 atmosphere: 5 recommended dishes: special

baked rice, honey huh read more. What User doesn't like about Dragon Sky:
been living in Toronto for 3 years now and always want to patronize local businesses like dragon sky. but enough
is enough. the food is extremely poor and inconsistent. not just my opinion, many other locals ive spoken too are

saying the same. what is the so called chicken breast they use in their dishes? fair go, it's only take away
Chinese, how hard is it!!! maybe I expect to much!!!! read more. Dragon Sky The brilliant Asian fusion cuisine will

thrill you, the exquisite mix of traditional dishes and exciting new creations will amaze!, on the menu there are
also a lot of Asian menus. Many customers also especially enjoy the versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine, and you

can look forward to the fine typical seafood cuisine.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Chicke�
HONEY CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Hauptgericht� - Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

SEAFOOD

CHICKEN

BEEF

HONEY

TRAVEL
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:00-14:00 16:00-21:00
Wednesday 11:00-14:00 16:00-
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Saturday 11:00-14:00 16:00-21:00
Sunday 11:00-14:00 16:00-21:00
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